dN/dt = rmax× Ni × ((K – Ni) ÷ K))
= (0.23) × (300) × ((300 – 300) ÷ (300))
dN/dt = 0.0
Statement: The population growth rates for population sizes of 100, 180, 200, 250, 300 were
approximately 15, 17, 15, 9.6 and 0.0 respectively.
(b) The relationship between population size and growth rate is linear.
12.3 Section Questions, page 609
1. (a)–(b)

(c) Answers may vary. Sample answer: The deer population may have decreased after year 20
because
once
the population
reached
its carrying capacity
it overgrazed,
destroying
trees that
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it depended on for food. Another possibility is that as the deer reached their carrying capacity,
they became too crowded and disease caused the population to decrease rapidly.
(d) The management plan initially seemed to be effective because the deer population grew
rapidly after the management plan was put into place.
(e) Answers may vary. Sample answer: Without human interference and the deer management
plan, the deer population likely would have grown initially and then fluctuated in a normal
logistic growth pattern.
2. During exponential growth the population density of an organism increases more and more
rapidly as more individuals are available to reproduce, creating the J shape. In logistic growth the
population density of an organism initially increases slowly in a positive acceleration phase; then
increases rapidly, approaching an exponential growth rate as in the J-shaped curve. As the
organism reaches its carrying capacity, the rate of growth slows and finally fluctuates around
zero growth, resulting in the growth curve tapering off to a horizontal phase, and creating the S
shape.
3. Carrying capacity is the is the maximum population size of the species that the environment
can sustain indefinitely, given the food, habitat, water and other resources available in the
environment. It is an important statistic when describing the environment because it determines
the optimal population size for a given environment.
4. (a) An invasive alien species is a species that, through introduction or expansion outside of the
past or present natural territory, causes a threat to the native biodiversity in the territory it has
invaded.
(b) Answers may vary. Sample answer: Invasive alien spices are a concern because upon
introduction they may outcompete or overfeed on native species in a particular niche, which can
cause the decline of native populations and damage the biodiversity of the native system.
(c) Scientists think that the Asian carp may enter the Great Lakes ecosystem through the Chicago
Waterway System, which connects to the Illinois River, which is already overwhelmed by Asian

!

(d) As a result of the Asian carp invasion there is a reduction in the population of native species,
causing an economic impact on commercial, Aboriginal, and sport fisheries.
(e) Control efforts currently in place include the release of the toxic chemical rotenone and the
placement of an electric barrier that makes fish uncomfortable as they approach, causing them to
swim in the opposite direction.
5. Answers may vary. Sample answer: Could the earth’s resources sustain such a population? If
not, how large a human population can live decently on this planet? What steps can we take now
to avoid growing beyond our carrying capacity?
6. (a) Given: initial population, N1 = 650
intrinsic growth rate, r = 0.450/day
Required: initial instantaneous growth rate
Analysis: initial instantaneous growth = r × N
Solution: Calculate the initial instantaneous growth.
initial instantaneous growth = r × N
=r×N
= (0.450/day) × (650)
initial instantaneous growth = 292.5
Statement: When the population size is 650, the initial instantaneous growth rate is 292.5
individuals per day.
(b)
Given:
growth
rate, rLtd.
= 0.450/day
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Required: doubling time, td
Analysis: td = 0.69 ÷ r
Solution: Calculate the time it will take for the population to double in size.
Use the following formula:
td = 0.69 ÷ r
= 0.69 ÷ (0.450/day)
= 1.533 day
Statement: The mosquito population will double in size every 1.533 days.
(c) The population of mosquitoes will exceed 1 000 000 after 11 doubling periods, where the
population will be 1 331 200, N1 × 2P. This represents 16.8 days, td × P.
7. Given: shrew population sizes, Ni = 100, 275, 450, 600, 825, 1000, 1500
intrinsic growth rate, rmax = 1.0
carrying capacity, K
= 1500
Required: population growth rates based on population sizes, dN/dt
Analysis: dN/dt = rmax× Ni × ((K – Ni) ÷ K))
Solution: Determine the population growth rate for each of the population sizes.
Where N = 100,
dN/dt
= rmax× Ni × ((K – Ni) ÷ K))
= (1.0) × (100) × ((1500 – 100) ÷ (1500))
dN/dt = 93.3

!
!

Where N =275,

dN/dt = rmax× Ni × ((K – Ni) ÷ K))
= (1.0) × (275) × ((1500 – 275) ÷ (1500))
dN/dt = 224.6

Where N =450,

dN/dt = rmax× Ni × ((K – Ni) ÷ K))
= (1.0) × (450) × ((1500 – 450) ÷ (1500))
dN/dt = 315

Where N =600,

dN/dt = rmax× Ni × ((K- Ni) ÷ K))
= (1.0) × (600) × ((1500 – 600) ÷ (1500))
dN/dt = 360

Where N =825,

dN/dt = rmax× Ni × ((K- Ni) ÷ K))
= (1.0) × (825) × ((1500 – 825) ÷ (1500))
dN/dt = 371

Where N =1000,

dN/dt = rmax× Ni × ((K- Ni) ÷ K))
= (1.0) × (1000) × ((1500 – 1000) ÷ (1500))
dN/dt = 333

